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h i g h l i g h t s
• A generic ubiquitous data capture framework is demonstrated via two case studies.
• Variety of inputs, interactions, biophysical data and design solutions are captured.
• Tight temporal synchronisation with commodity data logging tools is achieved.
• Demonstrates engineering knowledge capture linking CAD and PLM via generated metadata.
• The framework’s use in future CAD and PLM systems is extrapolated.
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a b s t r a c t
Design is an interactive and iterative process where the designer’s skills and knowledge are fused with
emotive rationales aided by design tools. A design solution is thus influenced by the designer’s creativity,
experience and emotional perception. Consequently, there is a need within computer aided design (CAD)
research for ubiquitous tools to capture the affective states of engineers during design activities to further
understand the product design process.
This paper proposes a generic framework for ubiquitous multimodal synchronous data capture,
based around the capture of CAD system activities, to monitor and log a variety of inputs, interactions,
biophysical data and design solutions with a view to providing meta and chronological performance
data for post design task analysis. The framework has been employed in two use cases namely, a CAD
station activity and a collaborative design review. The results of these trials validated the architecture
and use of the ubiquitous data capture approach demonstrating the practical application of time-phased
data capture, analysis and the subsequent output of metadata in CAD environments providing a new
perspective on, and a new way of investigating CAD-based design activities.
This research also extrapolates the framework’s usefulness into future CAD and PLM systems by
arguingwhyandhowtheyneedtoadoptsuchubiquitousplatforms.Italsosubjectivelypointstopotential
opportunities and issues that might arise when implementing the ubiquitous multimodal metadata
architecture in a real-life environment.
© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Product design can be a complex and iterative process where
the knowledge, experience, and skills of a designer/engineer are
articulated through the design tools. The reasoning given by
the designer behind every action performed in a design activity
is highly complex and comprises inferred information, explicit
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and tacit knowledge, emotive communication and transient
exposures to the subject matter [1]. Despite the associated product
constraints,adesigner’sknowledgeandrationaleplayasignificant
role in the design. These are fuzzy by nature, difficult to capture
and therefore difficult to document. Although self-reporting at
each design phase can be applied, it is heavily dependent on the
memory of the designer, open to interpretation and also creates
interruption during the design process itself.
Present-day computer aided design (CAD) solutions can pro-
duce a history of the designed solution within the internal bounds
of their software package, e.g. revision history of a CAD part, track-
ing of changes made to a solution, etc. However they miss out the
valuable information about external endeavours particularly those
that happen during the design activity such as dialogues, sketches,
0010-4485/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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notes, informative directives, knowledge and the emotional states
of the designer, as well as other physical activities which influence
the design process.
The literature demonstrates that there is a whole host of data
requiredtobemonitoredandloggedtoenabledesigntasksincom-
puter aided environments to be revisited, interrogated, analysed
andunderstood[2,3].Thefutureofdesigntaskanalysisandknowl-
edge/information capture lies in studies that involve the logging
and analysis of formal computer aided engineering data, e.g. speci-
fications, geometries, properties, calculations, simulations, in con-
junction with the multimodal information about the activities
performedduringthedesignprocess.Ingeneral,multimodalinter-
action capture involves capturing audio-visuals, document access
history, inter-personal interactions and psycho-physiological data
in a ubiquitous, time-phased manner. As a consequence of this,
there is a requirement for standard protocols which researchers
can use to implement such a monitoring methodology as a tool to
take forward the next generation of design research.
This paper proposes a generic framework for ubiquitous multi-
modal synchronous data capture, based around the capture of CAD
system activities, which was employed to monitor and log a va-
riety of inputs, interactions, psycho-physiological data and design
solutions with a view to providing meta and chronological perfor-
mance data for post task analysis. The framework predominantly
addresses a technical solution for the ubiquitous and holistic cap-
tureofdesignactivity.Throughthisworkithasbeendemonstrated
that it is possible to build up an end-to-end pipeline which ubiq-
uitously captures the design activity and represents the captured
meta-information against CAD records in a time-phased manner.
1.1. CAD—the case for unobtrusive ubiquitous design data capture
JinandIshino[4]proposedadesignactivityknowledgeacquisi-
tion(DAKA)frameworktoextractthedesignactivityknowledgeby
capturing the designers’ design moves and used a function-based
design operation-mining algorithm to extract meaningful design
operation sequences. DAKA established the product model road
map that represents the trajectory designers walked through dur-
ing the design process by capturing the sequence of events occur-
ring while interacting with CAD software.
Besides the CAD software and CAD models, a designer would
also interact with other media such as text, audio, video and
sketches.ShipmanandMcCall[5]proposedanintegratedapproach
to capturing design rationale and associated design communica-
tions by means of the ‘hypermedia’. Two systems, PHIDIAS and
Hyper Object Substrate (HOS), were used to capture and inte-
grate a variety of hypermedia related to the design process and
to structure the unstructured hypermedia information. A vector-
based node-link structure was used to represent the connectiv-
ity between hypermedia, serving as the basis for design rationale.
Although the structuring of hypermedia is studied, no temporal
records were utilised in this work to relate them with the chrono-
logical performance of the design process.
Design activities are dynamic and any information resources
accessed during a design session can be captured and potentially
reused in future design tasks. However, structuring design knowl-
edge, e.g. inferred, tacit, explicit and transitive, in a machine
accessible format for storage and retrieval for computer-based
knowledge support is not trivial. Campbell et al. [6,7] explored a
methodology for profiling computer-based designed activities rel-
ative to the order and timing of resources accessed during a de-
sign session, where the data is captured along with the creation of
formal design representations, e.g. design drawings, reports, etc.,
based on Bayesian inference. They then tried to relate it to the
designer’s focus or goal which was interpreted by the actions
observed at the computer interface, e.g. keyboard input and inter-
action with the CAD software, so that a relationship between doc-
uments based on the context of their usage can be identified.
The Knowledge Enhanced Notes (KEN) system introduced by
Conway et al. captures collaborative activities in a design meeting
and generates an enhanced documented record of the meeting
with a view of re-using at later stages in the product lifecycle. In
additiontothediscussionsanddecisionsmadeduringthemeeting,
KEN records the resources accessed and the temporal information
about them [2]. The benefits of the multimodal information have
been generally realised specifically as informal data about the
design process in addition to formal design records, which enables
revisiting and understanding the design process in product’s
extended lifecycles [8,9].
Revisiting and interrogating the design process with regard to
the multimodal metadata requires a pristine link between the for-
mal data and informal data. Generally, this has been overlooked
and the informal data searchable or not-searchable on its own will
not have the associativity with the formal data. Therefore the cap-
tured metadata should be associated with the part name or a prod-
uct lifecycle management (PLM) identification property in order to
provide the bidirectional accessibility. Preferably, the best time to
capture this link is during the actual activity, when the formal de-
sign records are being created or accessed and the informal data is
being captured.
Analogous to CAD, Rea et al. [10] used BAMZOOKi, an intu-
itive 3D design environment, to study design activities. This work
specificallyenabledtheautomaticcaptureofthedesignprocessvia
a customised BAMZOOKi interface and generated log files based
on extensible mark-up language (XML) and Process Specification
Language (PSL) during the design activity. The log files were sub-
sequently processed to output various representations of design
knowledge.Integratedcomputer-aidedmanufacturingDEFinitions
IDEF0 [11] and Design Rationale Editor DRed [12] diagrams were
automatically generated to formally represent the designer’s ac-
tivity and design rationale. English-syntax instructions, annotated
video clips and a design storyboard, were generated to represent
the design knowledge and processes. Similarly design activities in
a virtual reality based cable organisation system were also stud-
ied by capturing user activities identical to the CAD design process
[13,14]. This further demonstrates and validates that design activ-
ities can be potentially transformed into understandable and CAD-
neutral format knowledge representations.
1.2. Capturing user activity
Comparable to analysing a CAD activity, capturing user activi-
ties is common in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) studies. Us-
ability studies for investigating software application user interface
(UI) extensively used user activity monitoring systems [15–17]. A
surveybyHilbertandRedmiles[18]classifiedanddescribedawide
range of techniques used in HCI research for extracting usability
information from user interfaces. They categorised which usability
indicators were analysed, e.g. user behaviour, performance, cogni-
tion, attitude, stress level, and which multimodal data collection
techniques such as UI events, audio, video, psychophysical record-
ing and subjective measures such as interviews and surveys, were
used to study the usability. This work also highlighted that user
activities can be classified and analysed into different levels ac-
cording to their level of granularity and abstraction; the abstracted
activities can be inferred by interpreting a stream of events related
to the low-level interactions [18].
Fig. 1 illustrates examples of CAD user activities during a typi-
cal CAD task, approximately representing the variation from low-
level interactions to inferred abstract tasks. A balance between the
granularity of the data capture and the level of inference needed toA. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) – 3
Fig. 1. Example activities in a CAD task approximately illustrating the granularity of the user activity and the abstraction of tasks.
incorporate the abstraction should be maintained while capturing
and analysing user activities [19]. Accordingly, adequate low-level,
granular activity data should be captured to recognise reasonably
abstract tasks [16]. Too much data, when combined with extrane-
ousinformation,createdifficultiesindrawinginferencesaboutthe
task and can demand high computational and storage resources.
Standard operations in a PC, such as file operations, text manip-
ulation, accessing the web, voice calls, etc., are often monitored to
analyse the user activity [17]. Capturing events automatically gen-
erated by application, instead of low-level keyboard and mouse
interactions, is a commonly used technique in user activity moni-
toring systems. These events are usually pre-determined and the
applications customised to generate these events automatically
while the user interacts with the system [19,20]. Events are cho-
sen and organised based around the domain of study, for example
a study about document interactions considers file system events,
internet browser events, and application window events [6].
Software tools are normally required to capture and exchange
event information across the UI application and monitoring soft-
ware. Microsoft component object models (COM) and dynamically
linked libraries (DLL) are often used to build the infrastructure for
receiving event notifications in Microsoft applications [19,20,17].
Intercepting messages invoked by the operating system for key-
board and mouse events is another commonly used technique for
monitoring user activity [19,21].
Events raised by the application or the user interface repre-
sentinstantaneousactivitiesoccurringforadiscreteperiodoftime.
In contrast, user activities can be observed in a continuous man-
ner, e.g. video and audio recording, screen capture, and contin-
uous mouse movements [15,22]. Psycho-physiological measures
are increasingly being employed to establish a better understand-
ing of the internal state of the user. Heart rate/electrocardiography
(EKG), facial muscle activities, eye tracking, pupillometry, elec-
troencephalography (EEG), electromyography (EMG), and galvanic
skin response (GSR) are some of the commonly used biometric
measures to monitor user activity [15,23–27].
User activity monitoring systems have largely focused on log-
ging events occurring between the user and the UI. However, the
recording user activity in a task-based situation creates more chal-
lenges. A design task involves human factors beyond examining
the interaction solely between a designer and software. Personal
aspects such as knowledge, experience, creativity and emotional
perceptiondoinfluencethedesignsolution.Consequently,psycho-
physiological data provides an alternative for analysing affective
design activities. Complementary to UI event logging, which pro-
vides an explicit form of information about the user interaction
within the UI, the human-centric data represents an implicit form
of user interaction. A need for a common set of tools to integrate
andbuildupauseractivitymonitoringsystemhasbeennoticeably
identifiedinthepast[28];however,thisworkisthefirstattemptat
specifying, designing and implementing such a generic framework
for CAD.
1.3. Requirements for a ubiquitous framework
The case for using informal metadata relating to the design
process in addition to formal design records has been described
and consequently the requirement of multimodal capture is estab-
lished throughout the Sections 1.1 and 1.2. The unobtrusiveness
in the design process necessitates a ubiquitous and dynamic sys-
tem that operates in such a manner that the capture tools are em-
bedded into the working environment; therefore it does not create
an interruption of or add extra workload to the on-going process.
The use of ubiquitous, multiple modalities necessitate tight tem-
poral synchronisation tolerances between captured data streams
in order that a meaningful understanding of the CAD activity re-
lationships can be established. For this reason systematic, imple-
mentable arrangements are presented that accommodates a wide
range of data capture tools and blends them seamlessly into the
environment and the process. It particularly addresses a technical
solution for consistently extendable, ubiquitous metadata capture
systems.
The rest of paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents
a generic ubiquitous framework detailing the implemented key
modules and elements. The way components of the framework are
implemented to solve issues as they arise in a ubiquitous capture
environment is described. Section 3 provides two use cases, i.e. a
CAD station and a collaborative design review system which are
described to demonstrate how the generic ubiquitous framework
wasemployedtomonitorandlogavarietyofmultimodalinforma-
tion during design activities. As an outcome of applying the frame-
work, a variety of inputs, interactions and designer biophysical
dataarerepresentedwithaviewtoprovidingmetaandchronolog-
ical performance data during a CAD task. It has been also demon-
strated that a design task can be captured and analysed in minute
detail with the aid of various captured data representations.
The appropriateness of the framework is extrapolated into its
use in future CAD and PLM solutions in the Section 5. Based on
the previously described use cases, two possible configurations
of metadata collection systems are proposed. Various issues that
could potentially arise when such a metadata collection system is
built in a real-life design environment are also outlined. Section 6
summarises the key contributions to the field of ubiquitous
synchronous data capture while pointing towards target users of
the framework in engineering and other fields.
2. Ubiquitous capture framework
The ubiquitous capture framework is presented in abstract
terms, whereas C++ and C# are used to develop the actual data
capture system. The abstractness ensures that it is generic in
form and is maintained throughout the actual implementation by
the use of object oriented programming concepts such as classes
and inheritance. Integrating multiple capture devices, handling
data flow between components and synchronisation, are the main
issues addressed by the framework.4 A. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) –
2.1. Integrating multiple capture devices
Multimodal data capture tools include both data logging soft-
ware and hardware-based capture devices. Hardware-based cap-
ture devices are usually used in combination with an application
programming interface (API) or Software Development Kit (SDK)
where the API/SDK provides an interface to hardware control and
access to the captured data. For example, functions for initialis-
ing the device, releasing the device, starting data capture, stopping
data capture and configuring parameters are typically available
controlfunctionsinanAPI.Althoughtheactualtasksperformedby
control functions are often similar, naming conventions and ways
to access these functions vary significantly across different device
manufactures [29,30]. A possible reason is attributed to different
connection interfaces, e.g. USB, Serial, Ethernet, etc., and protocols,
e.g. USB, TCP, UDP, RS232, etc. Although the term ‘devices’ gener-
ally represents hardware-based data capture tools, this term also
refers to software-based data logging tools, e.g. CAD software, un-
less otherwise stated in this work.
A unified access interface to support the ubiquitous nature of
the framework has been defined such that all the multiple capture
devices’ control functions can be accessed homogeneously. Gener-
ally, a wrapper interface is implemented which hides the device-
specificfunctionnamingconventionsandmergesthemifthereare
multiple function calls required to accomplish one specific func-
tion, i.e. loading API DLLs, initiating connections with the hard-
ware and checking for device availability that can be merged into
the ‘initialisation’. Principally the unified access interface abstracts
device-specific function calls for data logging into a universal in-
terface. Primary functions in this are as follows:
• Initialise — initiating communication with the device and
configuration; thereafter it is ready to be used.
• Release — freeing the device and the API.
• Start — starting the actual data capture.
• Stop — stopping the capture.
• Reset — resetting the device in case errors have occurred.
Conversely, some features are unique for particular types of
device only. For example, selecting the input channel, e.g. HDMI,
DVI, and Composite, is an exclusive feature for video frame
grabber devices only. Therefore, the framework allows access to
these functions directly, bypassing the unified access interface.
It is usually preferable to access device-specific features through
a bespoke device-specific interface while accessing the generic
functions through the unified interface. This enables multiple
devices to be controlled via a centralised control panel without
losing the diminutive control of the device. Fig. 2 illustrates an
example unified access interface and centralised control panel.
The conventional method of building a data logging arrange-
ment is to integrate every device into one single large program.
This creates potential complications in a ubiquitous data capture
system, especially when the data capture configuration changes,
i.e. when a device is not available or a new device is added to the
system.Inthiscaseaprogrammerwouldusuallymodify,duplicate
or rewrite the code from the previous setup for the new configura-
tion. The concept of a unified interface implemented in the frame-
work allows devices to be used in a modular manner in a variety of
configurations without rewriting or duplicating the code. An ini-
tial implementation of the unified interface for a device is always
needed after which it can be reused to handle alternative multiple
data logging arrangements without any alterations.
The unified interface also allows devices to run independent of
each other. It enables devices to attach and detach at runtime, per-
mittingtheubiquitousdatacapturesystemtochangedynamically.
This unique feature embedded within the framework is particu-
larly useful since it means that the operation of the system will not
be disturbed if, say, a device fails or needs to be removed, when
a new device is accessible to join the system, and where modifica-
tionsinruntimearerequired.Thisisachievedbyallocatingastatus
parametertoeverydevicewhichcanbecheckedbythecentralised
controlpaneltodeterminetheavailabilityorstatusofadevice.The
key status variables are:
1. Dormant — device is not available.
2. Not-initialised — device is present but not ready for use.
3. Ready — device is available for use.
4. Running — device is capturing data.
5. Dead — device is failed, unknown state.
2.2. Data types and real time access
Each of the capture tools within the ubiquitous framework pro-
duces a variety of data types depending on the captured con-
tent, e.g. discrete key press, mouse movement coordinates, video,
location-based multichannel physiological measurement such as
EEG, etc. The characteristics of these multimodal data vary ex-
tensively based on the format of the data, its resolution and fre-
quency. Table 1 explains the mixture of types of data produced
by devices used in CAD environment experiment in this study.
Care should be taken to handle those dissimilar data types, for ex-
ample, the way the 19 channel EEG data is treated, which corre-
sponds to different locations on the head, is different than, say,
2-dimensional pixel based screen capture. Data buffers involved in
retrieving the data and the processing algorithms used also vary.
In addition to the dissimilarity in data formats, the method by
which they are captured is also important. Several data channels
are embedded within a stream, i.e. continuously at a constant fre-
quency, e.g. EEG, eye tracking, video, while the others are captured
as discrete events occurring in the environment, e.g. CAD activity
logging,keypresses.Remarkably,someofthedatacanbecaptured
in both streams and in an event-based manner, e.g. mouse activ-
ity can be monitored for discrete clicks while tracking the cursor
movement continuously, and tracking the eyes continuously while
triggering specific events when the user looks at a specific region
of interest on the screen.
The bandwidth and frequency of a data channel are important
factors in deciding how it should be handled. Biophysical signals,
e.g. EEG, GSR, are captured at high frequency (2048 Hz) from USB
hardware. There is the potential for missing data packets from
devices if they have not been read at the required frequency. It
is crucial to allocate appropriate buffer sizes and also remove the
data from the buffers at an adequate rate. HD video capture needs
handling vast amounts of data (1280×720 pixels × 3 byte colour
depthX30fps = 79.10Mbytespersecond)andpotentiallycreates
a bandwidth bottleneck within the data capture system. It is
commontouseavideocodectocompressthevideoinrealtime;on
the other hand runtime video compression puts high demand on
the CPU. Although CAD logging is normally not a computationally
demanding task, the events triggered by the CAD software are
sporadic since it is based upon user activity, e.g. the user spins
the model and changes the view zoom occasionally. This produces
varying amounts of data in short but intensive bursts, producing a
non-uniform load on computational resources which might cause
issues in the real-time scheduling of tasks involved in the system.
Data handling modules are implemented in the ubiquitous cap-
ture framework to address issues related to multimodal data. Ab-
stract and modular-based implementations of stream type and
event type data are built into the framework. A programmer may
use these abstract modules as a skeleton to implement person-
alised data handling modules for different data types in a cus-
tomised data capture system. Fig. 3 shows various configurations
of how the data handling units in the ubiquitous data capture en-
vironment can be linked using the appropriate modules. Brief de-
scriptions of each configuration are now given.A. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) – 5
Fig. 2. An illustration of a unified interface with centralised and device-specific control panels. A part of the system and example functionalities are used to describe the
concept.
Fig. 3. Four examples of data flow configurations for stream- and event-based data.
Table 1
Multimodal data captured by different devices listed along with the device/API, data format, frequency and type of data.
Data Device/API Stream Event Data type Frequency (Hz) Description
CAD logging Siemens NX/UG open API × String – Event description generated by
customised UI
Spread Sheet
logging
Microsoft excel/VBA × String – Excel spread sheets events
EEG Nexus 32/API × 19 ×float 2048 19 ×EEG channels corresponding
different locations on the head
GSR, EMG, Heart
rate
Nexus 32/API × 1 ×float 2048 1 ×bipolar channels each sensor
Eye tracking Tobii X50/clearView API × × 4 × long 12 ×float 50 Left and right eye – gaze – X, Y, pupil
diameter, distance, validity
Key press Keyboard/windows hook × 1 ×integer – Key code
Mouse Mouse/windows hook × × 2 ×integer 1 ×byte 1
×integer
– X,Y cursor position button click, wheel
Screen video Intensity shuttle/ DeckLink
SDK
× × 1280× 720 ×3 byte 30 720p hi definition (HD) screen
capture, video/snap shot
Environment video Sony playstation eye/Open CV × 640 × 480 ×3 byte 30 VGA video capture6 A. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) –
Fig. 4. Illustration of latencies in data channels with respect to instantaneous user activity. (a) Fusion units, i.e. screenshot capture on mouse clicks, are influenced
by latencies. Offsets in the streams create skew (b) in the generated screenshots. This can be compensated by adding an extra delay (c) as required. d1–d5 =
latencies in channels,d5w = added waiting time,d5′ = overall latency for the screenshot.
1. First in first out (FIFO) buffers are extensively used for sharing
data from one unit to the other, where FIFO buffers support
exchanging data between multiple execution threads. Multi-
threading provides better handling between time critical tasks
and long running background tasks. Collecting data from EEG
hardware is a time critical high priority task. Therefore a high
priority, high frequency task can collect EEG samples from the
hardware and store it in the FIFO, whereas a long running stor-
age task can transfer the data in batches from the FIFO to a disk
storage.Anabstractstreamdatamodulehasbeenimplemented
in the framework and say it can be extended to support EEG
data formats. Correspondingly, the same module was extended
to support associated stream-based data types in the following
configurations.
2. It is reasonable to have a ubiquitous data capture system which
has a real-time viewing capability which can be used for in-
specting the captured data online. The video from any environ-
ment camera, capturing user activity viewed online while the
recorded video frames are compressed by the codec and stored
in a video file. However, online viewing is only a supplemen-
tary feature and has less importance than other components in
any data capture system. It is good enough to miss video frames
for viewing and hence appropriate to run a low frequency, low
priority thread with flexible timing requirements. A feature has
been implemented to retrieve samples from the FIFO without
removing the samples from the buffer so that every frame can
be securely collected by the storage thread.
3. In contrast to the stream module, an event-based module is im-
plementedintheframeworkwhichdealsinparticularwithspo-
radic data. Events triggered in CAD software are passed through
this event module and can be linked to the other system units
if necessary.
4. Twofunctions,namelycapturingtheuserscreenvideoandgen-
erating a screen shot when a mouse click event is fired, are
combined in this configuration. A fusion unit was employed to
retrieve a frame from the user screen video stream whenever a
mouse click event is received.
Data handling modules implemented in the framework are de-
signed to be lightweight and high performance. In contrast to
other data logging systems [29] which upload the data to a cen-
tralised database, data have been handled by the framework in a
distributed manner, therefore enabling high bandwidth and low
latencydatahandling.Nevertheless,thecaptureddatacanbecom-
mitted to a central repository using a low priority task if required.
2.3. Data stream synchronisation
Data samples collected via miscellaneous devices are routed
through various data paths thus possessing disparate latencies.
These streams must be aligned to produce valid correlations and
hence useable information can be generated. The validity of the
inferred data produced by fusion units depends on the temporal
alignment of the data fed into these data fusions. For example, the
screen video, eye tracking and GSR must be temporally synchro-
nised to derive a reasonable conclusion about user’s emotions in
an instant [31]. It is also important to synchronise the events oc-
curring in the CAD environment, e.g. events triggered by the CAD
software, mouse clicks, with the data streams such as biophysical
signalsandvideo.Anillustrationofthepotentiallatenciesinvolved
in data channels is shown in Fig. 4.
Assorted devices running on isolated platforms with physically
separated hardware and clocks essentially run asynchronously. It
is normal to observe jitter while accessing the live data streams.
Although devices might be internally capable of sampling sig-
nals at sufficiently precise intervals, general purpose PC oper-
ating systems and connectivity solutions, i.e. USB, TCP, create
non-deterministic distortions in the synchronisation of the data
streams [32,33]. Commodity devices do not often provide ad-
vanced clock/stream synchronisation methods. Nevertheless, it is
not pragmatic to expect a common synchronisation technique in
a ubiquitous data capture environment where diverse and mul-
timodal hardware is used. To address this, the framework incor-
porates a latency/offset compensation parameter for every data
channel.Theoffsetparameterisusedinonline-fusionunitstocom-
pensatefortheoffsetsinfusedchannelsorinpost-captureanalysis
to re-synchronise the channels. In the previous example in Fig. 3,
configuration 4 is a fusion unit creating screenshots for mouse
clicks where the screenshots are skewed by the difference in off-
sets in the data streams (Fig. 4b and c).
Stream and event type data handling modules described in
Section 2.2 are equipped with the offset and jitter parameters
where a suitable method to estimate them can be chosen by the
programmer, i.e. fix to a constant offset, programmatically choose
the offset, online jitter monitoring, etc. Monitoring parameters
online provides the information about synchronisation-related
issues, e.g. clock drift in recording hardware, communication
bandwidth fluctuations, etc.
2.4. Interconnection of distributed devices
The diversity of devices used (Table 1) in monitoring CAD
environments often requires special considerations in choosing
hardware and software platforms. Support is provided by various
device vendors for different operating system platforms and main-
taining issues caused by legacy software/hardware influences
selecting the hardware and software platforms. Incompatibility
between devices and platforms occasionally requires a mix of plat-
forms. The framework supports interconnecting devices runningA. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) – 7
Fig. 5. Ubiquitous multimodal data capture framework used in a CAD design environment. Multiple capture devices used in the system are listed and highlighted.
independently in isolated platforms with the aid of a communica-
tioninterlink, e.g.TCP,UART Messages,that relay theunified inter-
face function calls and also the synchronisation related messages.
Furthermore when the data streams or an event is exchanged be-
tween components of the framework, the latency in these inter-
linksalsoneedstobecountedwhensynchronisationisconsidered.
3. Use case 1: evaluation of the framework in an engineering
design activity
The experimental ubiquitous data capture system was setup to
demonstratetheapplicabilityofthegenericubiquitousframework
to an engineering design task. This experimental system is also a
case study for the generic ubiquitous framework and to test out
how its components fulfil the requirements for capturing an engi-
neering design activity. Previously described concepts and mod-
ules of the framework are implemented and tested by applying
them to the experimental capture of design activity and thereafter
justified by examining the captured data during the experiment.
Thissectionpresentsanoutlineoftheexperimentaldesigntaskfol-
lowed by descriptions of the framework implementation and how
its modules were used to handle issues related to the design envi-
ronment.
A design task to optimise a bracket to support the given pin
force was to be trialled on an industry standard CAD package,
i.e. Siemens NXTM. A total of 24 engineering students were re-
cruited to establish a record on their cognitive loads during design
activities. There was no time restriction for the user to complete
the task. The design task was divided into two stages:
(a) To modify the bracket such that it will not fail given an applied
pin force. The student was required to calculate the allowable
tensileandshearstressbasedonthebracketmaterialandthen,
through the interface, configure the cross-section (breadth and
thickness) of the bracket (Fig. 6).
(b) Tocalculatethetensileandshearstressincludingtheweldtype
and sizing for the bracket.
In order to understand the affective states and the cognitive
processes of the designer during the iterations of the given
task, psycho-physiological measurements were recorded and
synchronised with other modalities such as keyboard and mouse
interactions, video recording, etc. (Fig. 5).
High temporal synchronisation was required in the recorded
data, which included the EEG, EKG, eye movement, NX log file,
mouse clicks and a video of user design activities. The EEG and ECG
data are processed for emotions and pupil sizes were correlated to
the cognitive load. By studying the psycho-physiological attributes
associated with a CAD-based engineering design process, it is
envisaged that interrelated engineering behaviours can be more
deeply understood and, consequently, lead to more natural and
intuitive CAD user interfaces.
3.1. Integration of ubiquitous devices in the CAD task
Standard Siemens NXTMCAD software was customised using
the UG Open API according to the unified interface structure
as proposed in the framework. The customised module also
generated markers for predefined actions, e.g. modifying the
values of text boxes, pressing command buttons, pan and zoom-
view manipulations, etc., carried out in the CAD software. This
module was also responsible for regulating the other capture tools
setup in the environment. For example metadata capture of other
devices is started/stopped when the designer starts/stops working
on the CAD, i.e. controlling the whole metadata environment.
Fig. 7 shows how the capture devices were setup and how
three different workstation platforms were used in the ubiquitous
data capture environment for the CAD task. A low latency system,
PC1 (Windows 7, 32 bit), is used as the centralised control
panel and for time stamping purposes. Simultaneously, it is also
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Fig. 6. This figure illustrates the experimental task in the customised NX interface which allows performing of the stress calculations and shows the subsequent results.
Fig. 7. Arrangement of device units showing how event and stream modules are used to handle the data flow and the unified interface is used to access device functions.
TCP interlinks have been created to support interconnection of distributed devices.
drivers and APIs only support 32 bit platforms. PC2 (Windows 7,
64 bit) has been purposely tuned for high bandwidth and storage
capabilities with RAID-0 disk storage and USB3 features. The CAD
workstation (Windows XP, 32 bit) was built addressing the legacy
support issues. TCP interlinks were implemented to interconnect
distributeddeviceswiththecentralisedcontrolpanelandtocreate
connections between devices wherever the data flow between
different distributed device units was required.
3.2. Handling latency and jitter in data channels
Mouse clicks and screen video stream are captured by different
devices and associated APIs (Table 1). The offset between these
channels creates an observable skew when these channels are
fused together. Grabbed video frames and the mouse clicks
are analysed to validate synchronisation and the concept of
latency/offset compensation. Although the offset compensation
is applied for every channel, these two channels are chosen for
analysis because the mouse pointer on the screen and the button
click event can be manually observed in the video frames. Mouse
x and y coordinates logged in a click event by the Windows
hooks is correlated with the screen video frames. Fig. 8 shows the
timeline of video frames, a mouse click event and the mouse click
coordinates. The skew can be visually observed where the click
coordinates and the mouse pointer do not match. When the offset
compensationisappliedthemousepointeristhenalignedwiththe
logged coordinates in a subsequent frame and hence validating the
synchronisation.
Monitoring the jitter and frame rate of a device in run-time
provides more information about the runtime behaviour of theA. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) – 9
Fig. 8. Timeline of grabbed frames and mouse click event, where the logged mouse coordinates on a click event is superimposed (red) on the closest video frame. The skew
can be visibly observed (top) before compensating for the offset and thereafter the click is synchronised (bottom) with the video stream after applying a compensation of
267 ms. Eye-gaze points are also overlaid on the frames (blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
Fig. 9. Jitter observed in run-time for the bio-physical monitoring device, with the theoretical frequency of 2048 Hz. The number of collected samples has been recorded
every second and the resultant sampling rate is calculated against the CPU’s hardware high precision clock.
device and data stream generated by the device. This informa-
tion is captured by the data handling modules implemented in the
framework (Section 2.3) which provides a precise understanding
about the dynamic characteristics of the synchronisation. For ex-
ample, the Nexus, bio-physical monitoring device, samples signals
at2048Hzaccordingtothemanufacturer’sspecification.Thenum-
ber of samples delivered by this device via the associated API is
observed at fixed intervals. Subsequently the instantaneous sam-
ple rate was calculated using the time provided by a high precision
hardware clock in the central processing unit (CPU). The contin-
uously measured sample rate and the observation of jitter are il-
lustrated in Fig. 9. The presence of jitter and the deviation in the
sample rate in this data stream have been revealed using the data
handling modules implemented in the framework. Similar dis-
tortions were observed in other devices, e.g. eye tracker, frame
grabber which are possibly caused by the non-deterministic
characteristics of the data paths, e.g. USB, Ethernet and the inaccu-
racies in task scheduling. Subsequently, FIFO buffers implemented
in the framework were used to treat the jitter and offset compen-
sations were applied to individual data channels so that they can
be temporally aligned.
3.3. Bio-physical signals synchronised with CAD events
Events triggered by the CAD software while the engineer
performs the design task, which are logged by the customised
Siemens NX interface. These events were logged in a log file
(Fig. 10) with a distinctive event identifier and the corresponding
time;thereforetheycanbesynchronisedandcorrelatedwithother
datachannels.Theseeventidentifierswereusedbyeventhandling
modules in the framework to handle them unambiguously.
A timeline of events triggered in the design environment and
bio-physical signals are shown in Fig. 11. 19 channels of EEG
signals and EKG are captured using the bio-physical monitoring
device while eye gaze and pupil radius are captured by the eye
tracker. These independently running devices and CAD logging
are integrated using the framework to function together as a
ubiquitous capture system.
The eye blinks captured in the data can be used to justify
the temporal alignment of integrated data streams. Eye blinks
can easily be identified in the EEG data stream by the eye blink
artefacts, while the eye tracker loses tracking of the eyes when the
user blinks. Fig. 11 shows a tight temporal alignment of these data
streamswhereEEGandeyetrackingdatacanbevisuallyexamined
for the blinks. This consequently substantiates the implemented
data handling modules and synchronisation techniques of the
framework.
3.4. Design activity representations
The time-phased log files recorded during the design activity
were parsed by automatic tools [34] to produce various design
activity representations. A modified DRed representation, which
incorporates the time duration of tasks, is illustrated in Fig. 12.
Time-phased captured EEG signals were automatically processed
for emotions using a fuzzy model [35], was synchronised with the
CADevents withtheintentionof analysingtheengineers emotions
during the design task. Fig. 13 illustrates that the processed
emotion data is mapped onto a manually drawn IDEF0 diagram
using the events recorded by the framework as synchronisation
milestones.
3.5. Outcomes of the use case study
Various studies were performed in the current state-of-the-
art research with the aim of understanding the affective status of10 A. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) –
Fig. 10. A section of the CAD log file is shown, with the event ID corresponding to a mouse click event and time.
Fig. 11. Events generated by the CAD interface have been synchronously inserted in the EEG, EKG streams captured by a bio-physical monitoring device and Gaze point
(left, right eyes) and pupil radius captured by an eye tracker. Events triggered by CAD software are indicated with unique event IDs. It can be visually examined that the eye
blink—a physical action—captured by two independent devices is temporally aligned accurately.
Fig. 12. A DRed Diagram, automatically generated by post processing the synchronised log file, showing 8 activities performed modifying the bracket design in the CAD
task. Accurate time duration of each task has been illustrated by the colour code. The logarithmic scale has been used to point up both short and prolonged tasks. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)A. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) – 11
Fig. 13. IDEF0 diagram describing the iterations of participant while working on the Bracket Design Task, in conjunction with participant’s emotional levels of frustration,
satisfaction, challenge and engagement.
the user [36–40]. Employing the results from these studies in a
ubiquitous CAD environment with multimodal signals is far from
trivial. There are many technical challenges to overcome before
building up such a complicated system and therefore this study
centred on the technical resolution of multimodal ubiquitous data
capture. Therefore the finer details of the psychophysiological data
processing fall outside the scope of the paper.
Synchronisation-related evidences were presented which ex-
hibit the time and chronological event synchronisation aspects
of the framework. IDEF0 and DRed illustrations were provided to
demonstrate how the metadata can be mapped onto the CAD task
progress. These illustrations associated various stages and itera-
tions of the design solution with the user state interpreted from
EEG. In summary, the evaluation of the framework via this CAD
taskdemonstratesthetechnicalcapabilityoftheframeworkandits
ability to capture metadata in an engineering design task. Further
it has been shown that a standard CAD system can be extended to
support sophisticated metadata capture, an application for which
it was not originally designed
4. Usecase2:multimodaldatacaptureinacollaborativedesign
review
The capture of knowledge relating to a product throughout
its lifecycle has been an important issue in engineering industry
for many decades, especially in relation to formal design reviews.
Traditional knowledge capture methods have typically relied on
manual techniques that are time-consuming and disruptive to
engineers, resulting in costly overheads [41,42]. Therefore, there
has been widespread research into automating the process of
capturing engineering knowledge and rationale, and previous
work by the authors have successfully demonstrated this through
user-logging in virtual design environments [9,13].
4.1. Virtual aided design engineering review system with metadata
The Virtual Aided Design Engineering Review (VADER) system
addresses the shortcomings of current design review methods by
the unobtrusive time-phased capture of multimodal data during
individual and group activities performed in a design review. The
VADER system developed by the authors allows the 3D visualisa-
tion and annotation of computer-aided design models, where all
captured data can easily be viewed and searched post-review. Fur-
thermore, review reports and formalised representations of the
captured knowledge can be automatically generated and stored in
traditionalproductlifecyclemanagementsystemsforfuturereuse.
The ubiquitous data capture framework serves as a basis to inte-
grate, capture and synchronise multimodal inputs during the de-
signreview.Variousmultimodalinputs,i.e.textinput,audio,video,
3D selection/highlight from centralised and remote/distributed lo-
cations are integrated into the metadata system. Fig. 14 illus-
trates the organisation of the capture devices integrated within
the VADER system. The virtual reality interface for a design review
roomisshowninFig.15,whereasdistributedparticipantscancon-
nect to the system using other simplified and web browser-based
interfaces.
4.2. Metadata timeline
The captured metadata from multiple sources is stored along
with the relevant part (or assembly) name. The text based annota-
tions are stored in XML nodes where a link to CAD data also main-
tained; therefore the stored data can be accessed bi-directionally.
The framework preserves the chronological gathering of captured
annotations, events and data streams and populates a time line
based on a Unix time source provided by the framework (Fig. 16).12 A. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) –
Fig. 14. VADER ubiquitous, multimodal metadata capture system. Various multimodal inputs from distributed locations are illustrated.
Fig. 15. VADER system’s CAD visualisation interface. The framework allows multimodal annotations to be linked to the CAD parts with the temporal data. This information
can also be reviewed in the metadata timeline.
The current system captures audio, video, keyboard and mouse in-
put, but the modular nature of the capture framework permits ex-
tra input modalities to be easily added. The ubiquitous nature of
the framework allows input devices to be plugged in and removed
from the data capture system in runtime. This forms a perpetual
metadata collection environment which runs in an open-ended
fashion, where multiple people with various data interactive tools
indistributedlocationsjoinandleavetheenvironmentasrequired.
4.3. Emphasis of the study
This use of the framework in a design review use case is in-
tended to exhibit further capabilities of the framework in addition
tothepreviousevaluationonaCADsystem.Theapplicabilityofthe
framework in this environment proves its capability to serve the
requirements of a multiuser collaborative environment. The appli-
cation also demonstrated that users can be seamlessly connected
from multiple, distributed sites simultaneously.
5. Discussion
The development of a CAD design is a complicated activity
where designers gather information from various sources, per-
form computations and add value to the product by inputting their
knowledge. Designers need to be supplied with sufficient infor-
mation and rationale about the earlier designs and decisions so
that they can make well informed decisions during product de-
velopment. The tacit knowledge used by designers is valuable
content which is also incorporated and implicit in the product.
Capturing, transporting and formalising tacit knowledge across
time (i.e. from previous designs into latest designs) or places
(e.g. from one person/team to another, different stages of designs,
etc.) is not a straightforward task. Synchronously capturing vari-
ous inputs, interaction and, biophysical data along with the formal
designdataisdemonstratedinthispaperwiththeviewtofacilitat-
ingthecaptureandtransportationofperformancedataandknowl-
edge.
The meta-data captured regarding the design activity provides
new-levels oftraceability of design knowledge, enabling better de-
sign decision making and design/design-rationale reuse. For in-
stance a new engineer can discover not only what features were
defined in a previous design but trace back why earlier engineers
designed those features in a specific way and interrogate the en-
gineers’ discussions, interactions and cognitive processes during
earlier designs. Not limited to capturing the data, this paper also
demonstrates how the captured temporal meta-data can be rep-
resented in various formats, including IDEF, DRed and searchable
multimodal timelines as exemplars to name but a few. Although
structuring and organising the captured information into various
representations is important, the thinking process of the designer
or the design ideation does not follow a specific structure or se-
quence[43].Asaconsequence,theholisticactivitycaptureenabled
by the multimodal framework and inherent process mapping
provides new opportunities for exploring various methods for
structuring and organising information which subsequently, after
interpretation and understanding, becomes knowledge.
Conventionally monitoring CAD user activity is mainly based
on the log files created by the CAD software. The availability of
contemporary,sophisticatedcomputer-basedtoolsallowtheaccu-
rate time-phase capture of user activity and provide opportunitiesA. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) – 13
Fig.16. MetadatatimelineprovidedbytheVADERsystem.Thisperpetualtimelinecanberevisitedandinvestigatedusingsearchtoolsbyengineersanytimeintheproducts’
lifecycle. The ubiquitous framework performs the core function of integrating and capturing multimodal inputs with the temporal information.
for understanding CAD design activities to unprecedented levels
of detail. Multimodal ubiquitous data captured through a variety
of devices, including CAD software logging, should be merged to
generate meaningful data about the CAD activity. In contrast to a
study of constrained user activity, CAD and the PLM (Product Life-
cycle Management) are freeform and pro-longed processes, conse-
quently forming the need for a ubiquitous metadata capture.
5.1. Ubiquitous metadata capture environment
Different representations of the experimental CAD activity and
bio-physical data synchronised with the events occurring in the
design environment demonstrate that capturing the design ac-
tivity using ubiquitous multimodal media can provide a better
insight into the actual design process. Similarly it has been demon-
stratedthatbuildingacollaborativeengineeringdesignreviewsys-
temwithmultimodalinputsandusersfromdistributedsitesisalso
possible. The ubiquitous framework presented in this paper en-
ables capturing multimodal metadata, unobtrusively, i.e. without
inhibiting the process by easily embedding various capture tools
in the environment.
Additional concerns are also addressed by the ubiquitous
framework when deploying in a realistic, unconstrained environ-
ment, e.g. a design office with many engineers. Since the design
processisvirtuallyacyclicalandlongprocess,thedatacapturealso
needs to run continuously over a long period of time. The distinc-
tive modular-based design of the framework enables it to run in-
definitely. A base station or a centralised control panel is required
to run uninterruptedly while individual device units can be started
and stopped as required. Since the framework allows the plugging
or removal of devices at runtime and caters for device failure, this
makes the framework robust and suitable for a rugged environ-
ment such as a design office.
5.2. Interaction and synchronisation
In addition to capturing data, units that interact with the user
or the environment can also be linked to the framework; in fact
the framework would treat them indistinguishably from capture
tools. Given that a unified interface has been provided for an
interaction unit and uses the data flow modules to access data
from other devices, it blends into the framework seamlessly. This
feature potentially provides opportunities for knowledge push
during a CAD task. Previously captured activity and the knowledge
committedtoaknowledgebasecanbeusedtoofferinformationto
a designer automatically as and when the designer needs it. A real-
time system actively monitoring for user activities can identify
patterns of activity and retrieve information from similar previous
activities captured and formalised in the past.
This study has proven that the framework synchronises mul-
timodal sources and evidences were provided to demonstrate the
achievable accuracy of synchronisation. In particular, when con-
sidering the technical requirements for a prospective brain com-
puter interface (BCI) system for CAD, accurate synchronisation is
criticalbetweentheoperatingsystem,theCADapplication,theBCI
device (EEG) and other modalities. This is fundamental because a
BCI CAD system must be responsive but yet be able to tolerate var-
ious device protocols. The evaluation on the CAD system showed
that the proposed framework is capable of handling this require-
mentthroughcapturingandmappingEEGfordesignactivities.The
presentstudyusesmedicalgradeEEGandotherpsychophysiologi-
cal sensors for safety, data provenance and hygiene reasons. As we
understand more about design activities using a virtual environ-
ment (i.e. CAD) so too will development of collaborative design,
BCI controls and indeed the functionalities in the virtual environ-
ments can be improved. Therefore a ubiquitous framework such as
thisaddressingthefundamentaltechnologicalchallengesbecomes
very useful.
5.3. Handling vast quantities of metadata
Appropriatereal-timefusionandprocessingmodulescanbein-
corporated in the system to produce ready-to-use data, resulting a
reduction in the stored information compared to the raw data. For
instance, a module for a video camera capturing the user activity
only needs to store the recording when there is a presence of the
user. Therefore plugging such a dynamic component into the
system can possibly adapt the tools capturing the data, e.g. in-
creasing or decreasing the data resolution. Early filtering of the
captured content prevents inappropriate information being accu-
mulated into the repository.
Currently the metadata, i.e. annotations and events is stored lo-
cally in individual files. Although this technique caters for the high
bandwidth and low latencies, it causes difficulties when the cap-
tured data is accessed in real-time or shared with multiple users.
As a solution authors consider methods of storing the captured
data in centralised repository databases in future studies. The bal-
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needed to be maintained in order to take the benefits of both tech-
niques. Furthermore, organisational structures and bureaucracies
might require control over what is committed into the repository
and moderation steps on the captured metadata before it is com-
mitted into mainstream repositories. Therefore, the authors rec-
ommendaddingadditionalfeaturestotheframeworkinthefuture
to handle the data accessibility.
5.4. IntegratingmetadatacaptureinexistingandfutureCADsolutions
Present-day CAD solutions are typically not equipped for mul-
timodal metadata inputs. A metadata capture system cannot be
limited to ad-hoc configurations; instead it needs to be limitless
with regard to the number and types capture devices. An ideal un-
bounded system should be open to interfacing with various multi-
modal tools and support different configurations of the metadata
capturesystem.ThereforeafutureCADsystemwithmetadatacap-
ture must adopt standard protocols such as the ubiquitous frame-
work proposed in this paper. This will permit future CAD systems
not to be selective on tools but to accommodate diverse multi-
modal tools to capture activities and interact with the design pro-
cess.Consequentlytheuserscanselecttheirowncapturetoolsand
mount those onto the system to construct a customised configura-
tion of a metadata capture system.
Although PLM systems provide few facilities to handle multi-
modal data e.g. audio, video, hyperlinks to other data types, etc.,
they are obtrusive as a user needs to upload the information col-
lectedduringthedesign.Thisinterruptstheflowofthedesignpro-
cess and somebody has to do the additional work of capturing and
gatheringthemetadata.Incontrast,theubiquitousframeworkout-
fits the design environment with embedded data capture tools and
hence provides a metadata collection system which is unobtrusive
to the process. Two possible configurations are proposed for using
the framework for metadata capture in a design environment.
1. Embedding the metadata capture tools within the existing CAD
systems
TheframeworkcanbeusedtoextendtheexistingCADsolutions
to include ubiquitous metadata capture, whereas multimodal
inputswillbecapturedalongsidetheCADdesigntrail(Fig.17).This
is similar to the case of metadata capture using a CAD station as
demonstrated in this paper.
2. Building a metadata capture infrastructure based on the ubiquitous
framework.
A complete metadata capture infrastructure can be constructed
using the framework. This will comprise ubiquitous data capture
tools and standard CAD solutions. In this arrangement any CAD
solution will be considered as an element of the whole system
(Fig.18).Thisissimilartothecaseofdesignreviewsystemoutlined
in this paper.
In both cases the metadata and updating PLM relations are
driven automatically by the framework. Embedding the metadata
capture tools within the standard CAD systems is a quicker and
a simpler way to implement a metadata system but it results
in limitations over the extendibility. This is more suited for a
single CAD station (single user) but limited to the customisation
features such as SDK or API provided by a proprietary CAD solution
e.g. PTC Creo TOOLKIT, Siemens NX/UG Open API. In contrast,
constructing a complete metadata infrastructure is more suited
for multiuser, parallel sessions, and distributed sites metadata
collection system. Thus, it comes with the cost of implementing
a complete ubiquitous capture infrastructure and adopting the
information generated, i.e. raw metadata such as audio files, video
files, and key press logging or processed data such as filtered
activities and emotional states into the current PLM systems.
5.5. Feeling of being watched
Capturing metadata during various stages of the design activity
provides unprecedented insights about the design process and
traceability of the design solution. However capturing user
activities can potentially have adverse effects on the employees
(i.e. designers and engineers) such as being suspicious about the
employer and possibly causing a breakdown of trust. This topic
has been discussed in several studies with a view to addressing
the shift in technologies, workplace privacy and ethics [44–47]. It
is rather common to have sessions or discussions ‘‘off the record’’
from minutes in various stages of a product design. Similarly in the
collaborative design review task presented (Section 3.5) engineers
wanted to discuss things during the review session which they
did not want to be included in the metadata collection system.
The framework allows capture devices to be enabled and disabled
by the user in runtime, i.e. being dynamic and reconfigurable
as opposed to being a fixed system. This makes it possible for
an engineer to walk into the ubiquitous environment and start
(or stop) capturing his/her own work. Therefore it imitates an
atmosphere where an individual can sign-in and sign-out allowing
individuals to have control over the capture of his/her own
activities. It is also possible that the captured metadata might be
used to evaluate the employer performance. However this issue is
associated with the organisational and social aspects of how this
informationisused,whetherforrevisitingandtracingofthedesign
knowledge and product information or for evaluating employee
performance.
6. Conclusion
This paper has presented novel ways of capturing the metadata
about the design process beyond the standard design records such
as CAD parts, geometries, and manually produced reports and
minutes. The metadata is captured and stored using ubiquitous
multimodal capture tools embedded in the design environment.
Thisdatacaptureisautomaticandblendedintothehabitualdesign
activity and therefore unobtrusive to the process. Consequently,
the designer/engineer has no interruption in the usual design
activity and particularly, there is no extra workload involved in
capturing and generating the meta-information about the design
process.
The generic ubiquitous framework presented in this paper es-
tablishes the metadata capture system and drives the automatic
and ubiquitous capture of temporal multimodal data. The frame-
work forms a highly expandable system with systematic arrange-
ment of data capture tools. It provides a standardised, repeatable
method for integrating multimodal, ubiquitous devices and hence
enabling the progressive construction of a complicated data cap-
ture infrastructure. The approach maintains a generic architecture
for multimodal data capture and enables the construction of sys-
tems for metadata in diverse environments with disparate obli-
gations. In contrast to related studies, e.g. DAKA [4] and KEN [2]
which deal with the captured metadata, this work addressed a de-
tailed technical resolution for capturing multimodal metadata and
demonstratesanend-to-endpipelinefromthecaptureofrawmea-
surements data to metadata representations mapped onto the de-
sign process, all accessible and generated automatically.
Nevertheless, the ubiquitous framework itself is not restricted
toCAD.Itsgenericapproachmeansthatitcanbeappliedintoother
scenarios such as psychological and user behaviour monitoring
systems, game activity monitoring, driving simulation, virtual
reality environments, etc. Since the core of the framework is
an abstract definition, various application configurations can be
built upon the framework using it as a template. Modules in the
framework have been designed to be extended to support newA. Sivanathan et al. / Computer-Aided Design ( ) – 15
Fig. 17. Extending CAD station for multimodal metadata capture. CAD package can be customised using the framework to accommodate multimodal tools.
Fig. 18. Complete metadata capture infrastructure with ubiquitous devices placed in the design environment and also in remote sites.
devices and data types, effectively allowing any programmer to
build a temporal data capture system according to their associated
scenariorequirements. Theframeworkprincipallysolves technical
issues related to constructing a ubiquitous data capture system
so that individual researchers and programmers do not have to
reinvent the wheel over and over again.
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